Even after several decades of radical change, Classics as a subject-area and a constituent of the curriculum still stands in urgent need of redefining its role now that so many courses are taught primarily, or indeed exclusively, through the medium of modern-language translations. 1 But even if we acknowledge the prevalence of teaching in translation at undergraduate level, 2 we are still in danger of understating the importance of the provision of translations into modern languages as a formative element in the creation of the contemporary curriculum: ancient authors who can be accessed in a reliable and above all inexpensive translation are far more likely to be selected for inclusion on the syllabus than those who can't. The very shape of the education offered by Classicists is increasingly dictated not by the availability of editions of the original texts (the most important criterion until a few years ago), but by the availability of a suitable translation in a cheap mass-market edition. Yet by a strange paradox, whatever appears on formal syllabuses, in the third millennium many people's first contact with ancient texts is via much older translations, which are out of copyright and therefore can be made available freely online.
culture which has developed amongst social historians over the last three decades.
The contribution of such influential organisations as (in Britain) the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, for example, has begin to be documented and appreciated. 3 The impact of canonical works dependent on (rather than translated from) Classical authors is appreciated above all in France, where many people's reading knowledge of the Classics was for centuries derived mainly from Fénélon's Télemaque and the plays of Racine and Corneille; works by all three of these authors featured amongst the thirty most cited titles in a French Ministry of Education questionnaire on rural reading filled in by prefects in 1866 (Télemaque even made twelfth place). 4 Other scholars have noted the role played by illustrated texts in inviting illiterate or semi-literate people to take an interest in the Classics. 5 An early 18 th -century French farm-boy from Lorraine, by name of Valentin Jamerey-Duval, was illiterate until he came across an illustrated edition of Aesop's Fables. So drawn was he to the visual images that he asked some of his fellow-shepherds to explain the stories, and subsequently to teach him to read the book. As a result he developed an insatiable appetite for reading, and became a librarian to the Duke of Lorraine. 6 More attention has also been paid to books designed for widely dispersed and indeed working-class readers which offered instructive 'digests' of ancient Classics, such as the excerpts from Aristotle, Polybius and Cicero included in The Political Experience of the Ancient: in its Bearing upon Modern Times, published by the educationalist Seymour Tremenheere in 1852. 7 The cultural importance at all levels of society of Aesop's Fables, historically one of the most widely read texts after the bible, has been begun to be acknowledged. 8 In 18 th and 19 th -century Ulster, the bags of books touted round even the humblest of cottages by 'chapmen', or itinerant booksellers, certainly included Aesop's Fables but also -more surprisingly -a version of Ovid's Ars Amatoria. 9 Other reading enjoyed by the 'common man' in Northern Ireland included a version of Musaeus' poem Hero and Leander, a history of Troy descended from the Recuyell of the histories of Troye printed by Caxton, and (for reasons of theology as much as a desire for Classical learning) Josephus' History of the Jewish War. 10 A study of family libraries in rural New England reveals the small but persistent presence of translations of Virgil, of Pope's translation of the Homeric epics, of Horace, and (as in Northern Ireland) of Josephus. These almost certainly commanded the attention of women as well as men: the 'Female Department' of the academy at Chester, New England, which opened in the late 1820s, offered a challenging syllabus that included instruction not only in ancient history but also in Latin and Greek . 11 The history of literary translation has of course been infinitely better served than other types. The term 'literary translation' seems to mean a version, usually of ancient poetry rather than prose, produced with the intention of creating a text that is itself aesthetically valuable (or at least without obvious aesthetic demerit). The study do not relate to 'literary' translation at all, and some of the others can perhaps still usefully be emphasised once again, in the belief that future research --at least where English-language translation is concerned --has now been made considerably easier by the availability of the materials and insights assembled by these scholars.
In the case of a few ancient authors perceived to be central to the canon --usually poets rather than prose writers --there have of course been concentrated studies of historically and aesthetically significant individual translations. A few discrete topics within the history of literary translation have been studied in depth and often. In departments that study Literature in English all over the world it has been translation of Homer that has attracted by far the most attention, as scholars have followed in the footsteps of Joseph Spence's essay on Pope's Odyssey (1726-7), and the famous controversy between Matthew Arnold and F.W. Newman. 12 Notable examples of publications in this area include both histories of the translation of Homer, 13 and fascinating studies of the impact of individual versions, such as Chapman's Homer (1612) and Alexander Pope's Iliad (1715) and Odyssey (1725). 14 It is a shame that the excellent series published from the mid-1990s onwards by
Penguin under the general editorship of Christopher Ricks, Poets in Translation, only covered one Greek poet (Homer) and a handful of Roman ones (Horace, Martial, Virgil, Catullus, Seneca, Catullus), before being prematurely cancelled. 15 But that series was only ever intended to concern itself with poets --and 'great' poets at that, who had historically attracted extremely ambitious translators, themselves almost exclusively motivated by aesthetic (and financial) considerations.
Obstacles
In 1748 the Earl of Chesterfield wrote to his son, 'Classical knowledge, that is, Greek and Latin, is absolutely necessary for everybody…the word illiterate, in its common acceptance, means a man who is ignorant of these two languages.' 16 In a series of breathtaking acts of rhetorical exclusion, Classical knowledge is here limited to linguistic knowledge, education to men, and literacy to reading competence in Greek and Latin. These distinctions help to explain the absence of excitement amongst Classical scholars around the history of modern-language translation, at least beyond the treatment of canonical ancient poets by equally canonical post-Renaissance authors. It can partly be explained by the longstanding status of the Classics as the exclusive property of an educated elite, and knowledge of the Greek and Latin languages as passport to an intellectual club that (although arguably international) was socially narrow. During the 19 th century, as Stray, Majeed and recently Vasunia have demonstrated, training in Greek and Latin, at least in Britain, became identified with the preparation of young British males for administering the British Empire. 17 Reading authors who wrote in these languages in a modern-language translation was regarded with horror, and the practice routinely denigrated. It may be now well over a century since Gilbert Murray bravely stated in his inaugural lecture at the University of Glasgow in 1889 that 'Greece and not Greek is the real object of our study ' . 19 Yet in Canada in the 1920s, 'the mere thought of ancient literature in translation would have been as repellent as…allowing women to smoke in public --wearing trousers'. 19 Radicalised working-class readers had by the twentieth century long been encouraged by their union leaders and middle-class philanthropists to use translations in order to acquire some knowledge of the ancient Classics and thus defend themselves against the nefarious educated classes who exploited them. 20 The politicisation --indeed, blindingly obvious class identification --of the distinction between the different access routes to the Classics produced a pronounced prejudice amongst most establishment scholars against being discovered studying the ancient Aristophanes' Frogs into English, 25 but the obscenity of Lysistrata dictated that it was delivered up to the world only in terse summary, accompanied by dark comments warning the reader against its licentious horrors. 26 These topics could benefit from far more rigorous examination than they have hitherto enjoyed. For one thing is absolutely certain: the impact of the turning of the ancient Greeks and Romans into living, spoken tongues has had a cultural impact on 28 This is without even to mention the early translations of Plutarch's Lives that were so important to the Renaissance theatre, and which in the case of the life of Julius Caesar reached a far wider reading public, through the conduit of Shakespeare's play, than Plutarch ever could. 20 Nor do the examples listed above take into account the ancient novels. Some of these, especially the minor Greek 'romances', thereafter suffered abject neglect until the late twentieth-century revision of the Classical canon at last placed the ancient novel high up on the research and teaching agenda. 30 Translation history of the Greek and Latin Classics is certainly demanding.
The near-impossibility of studying one period of translation into a modern language in isolation from any other was perhaps first fully appreciated by one of the few scholars to have become excited by this subject-matter previously, an American professor of English named Finley Foster. Foster records that after beginning the research for a book on translations of ancient Greek authors into English that had appeared between 1800 and 1830, it 'soon became evident, however, that there were only two possible termini for such a study: the establishment of Caxton's printing press in London in 1476 and the present year'. 31 
Pioneers
Contemplating the history of translation offers hope that the Classics curriculum can be constantly refreshed, as students discover that they are able to access fascinating documents of the ancient mindset that go far beyond the canonical poets, just as people who could not read Latin or Greek enjoyed such access hundreds of years ago.
Oppian's useful Halieutica, a dissertation on the art of fishing, was translated into English in 1722, considerably before Floyer Sydenham and Thomas Taylor first Anglicised most of Plato. 32 More British people seem to have wanted help with catching fish than with ontological or epistemological conundrums. Extended excerpts and paraphrases from the ancient treatises and polemics by Lucian, Choricius and Libanius illustrative of pantomime (i.e. serious, balletic realisation of the myths associated with tragedy) began to appear in handbooks on the history of dance at the precise moment when they were needed: the invention of ballet as an elevated, independent art-form at the turn of the 18th century. 33 Or take Artemidorus of Daldis' treatise On the Interpretation of Dreams, to which attention was influentially drawn in 1990 by John Winkler in The Constraints of Desire, and which has become increasingly fashionable amongst Classical scholars exploring ancient society and its mentalité. 34 French by 1581 and English by 1606. 35 This was nearly two centuries before Aeschylus was first translated into English; astonishingly, Artemidorus could even be read in Welsh before the end of the 17th century. 36 Presumably this reflected a real interest in Artemidorus' diagnosis of dreams, rather than in his prose style. Carnegie. 37 Although numerous new versions were published, it is in this case easy to point to the book that first turned Marcus Aurelius into a Classic: it was Meric Casaubon's 1634 translation, Marcus Aurelius Antoninus, the Roman emperor, his Meditations concerning himselfe, published in 1634. This seminal work, a profound attempt to marry pagan Stoicism with a certain brand of liberal protestant humanism, was repeatedly reprinted, set the standard for all subsequent translations, and itself remained in print until the mid-20th century. 38 Casaubon's translation of Marcus Aurelius was not the first attempt to bring this ancient Stoic to an English-speaking readership, but Casaubon was the first to engage seriously with the Greek original, rather than producing a secondary translation from a French version. And it is certain that more energy should be spent in applauding the sheer courage involved in being the first translator to put an ancient author into any modern language. It is one thing in the third millennium to Hall's rendering of the famous poem 'He seems to me to be equal to the gods', which is preserved in the Longinian treatise. Admirers of literary women could, however, be encouraged instead to celebrate pioneering female translators, especially since it has always been women readers who have been amongst the chief beneficiaries of translated Classics. 40 The spirit of the translation pioneer suffuses both Lucy Hutchinson's deft, poetic Lucretius, written during the Interregnum, and the remarkable Anne Dacier's early 18th-century French translations of authors no English-speaking woman translator would have dared to go near before the twentieth century (Plautus, Aristophanes, Homer). 41 The sheer hard grind involved in translating extended texts in ancient languages also needs to be better acknowledged. Philemon Holland was a 17 th -century 
Performances
Attending performances of ancient texts, or plays drawing on ancient myth and history, has always been a significant avenue by which less well educated people could gain access to Classical authors and culture. The historian and would-be panegyrist of the history of translation of ancient Sheridan made his Sophocles specially attractive because it was designed to be distributed amongst his audience (many of whom, as fond mothers and sisters, were women) before a Greek-language production of Philoctetes at his Dublin school. 55 Extended passages from Euripides' Medea were first heard by the spectators in Frere and were read throughout the twentieth century. 60 But it was Frere's translation that was staged in Edinburgh in an influential private theatre, whence word of the experiment spread. These discussions contributed directly to the early academic performances of ancient Greek plays in Oxford and Cambridge in the 1880s, the English-language translations of Gilbert Murray, and the twentiethcentury rediscovery of Aristophanes and indeed the Greek tragedians in the professional theatre. 61 There were certainly thousands whose first access to ancient Greece was 
Mass Markets
Murray's translations were repeatedly reprinted until the mid-1950s, 64 and any translation that receives wide dissemination can radically affect cultural history. It is difficult to overstate the importance to the Romantic movement and subsequently Victorian aesthetics of Robert Potter's translation of Aeschylus, which first appeared in 1777 and was reprinted or reissued in a different format many times. 65 Before that date, only a small minority of people had ever been able to read Aeschylus at all: the only tragedy by this dramatist to have been translated into English was the one written in by far the easiest Greek --Prometheus Bound --just four years previously. 66 Yet Potter's translation has suffered little but routine obloquy for the more than two centuries since it first appeared, much of which has been little more than reflex imitation of Dr Johnson's description of the work as 'verbiage'. 67 When experts in translation compare Potter unfavourably with the twentieth-century translations of Aeschylus by, for example, the poet Louis MacNeice, they never point out that Potter was actually brave enough to be the initial pioneer in the creation of English-language substitutes for the pyrotechnical effects of Aeschylean neologistic compounds and arcane diction --a task that nobody had ever felt confident enough to essay before him, and which inevitably resulted in the accumulation of adjectives to which Dr Johnson so objected. 68 Nobody can translate Aeschylus without using a lot of words.
Yet there is no rival in importance to cultural history of E.V. Rieu's novelistic prose translation of the Odyssey, the founding volume of the Penguin Classics series, first published for just one shilling and sixpence in 1946 (early copies were misdated 1945). By 1964 it had sold over two million copies, which was a staggering feat; sales now exceed three million. Until the publication of Lady Chatterley's Lover, Rieu's Odyssey actually reigned supreme as the bestselling paperback in the UK, whereas only two of the versions of the Odyssey available for the whole of the two inter-war decades had achieved sales of even three thousand copies. 69 But Rieu's translation has been repeatedly republished; it has been recorded as an audiobook; it has been abridged for children; it has been illustrated with lithographs by Elisabeth Frink; it has been excerpted and interspersed with passages from more recent authors; it has been revised by his son Christopher Rieu and reissued; it is still in print at Penguin. 70 The irony is that Penguin were initially very concerned about the financial viability of the project. But later the editor-in-chief, William Emrys Williams, downplayed Gutenberg. 73 The values embedded in such translations need to be historically contextualised. Gutenberg and similar projects therefore make even more pressing the need to ask questions about their provenance, the social attitudes and background of the original translators, and the purposes for which they were commissioned.
The most famous mass-market classics before the foundation of Penguin Classics (besides the more academically-oriented Loeb Classical Library) were the volumes of Greek and Latin authors included in Joseph Dent's Everyman's Library.
Dent founded this ambitious series in 1906 in order to make great literature available to every kind of reader: 'the worker, the student, the cultured man, the child, the man and the woman.' 74 He was the son of a painter and decorator in Darlington, Co.
Durham, who had insisted to his children that books were 'an engine of equality', and 'Pictures of romance and beauty I had never dreamed of suddenly opened up before my eyes. I was transported from the East End to an enchanted land'. 83 It is this excitement that was earlier so memorably defined by the Greekless Keats in his rightly famous sonnet On First Looking Into Chapman's Homer (1816). This is a poem usually brought to general public attention when some stunning new astronomical discovery is made, and yet it is actually an expression of the 
